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Question: 1
When creating a Directory database, where should the data and log locations be stored?
A. on the same disk as the Audit database
B. on the same disk as the Vault Store database
C. on the indexing server
D. on separate physical disks
Answer: D
Question: 2
Symantec Enterprise Vault (EV) has been configured to run Journaling and Mailbox Archiving to
separate Vault Stores with Vault Store partitions that are configured on NTFS.
Mailbox Archiving is set to archive large items after one month and all items older than three
months.
Which items are single instance stored between the Journal and Mailbox archives?
A. Zero items are single instance stored.
B. Large items, older than one month are single instance stored.
C. Items older than three months are single instance stored.
D. All items are single instance stored.
Answer: A
Question: 3
Refer to the Exhibit. Phil, Sabina, and Anthony all work for the same company. The Symantec
Enterprise Vault Provisioning Groups and their members are as follows: Phil is part of the Sales
Organizational Unit. Sabina is part of the Marketing Organizational Unit. Anthony is part of the
Marketing Organizational Unit and also a manager of the marketing team. The Sales Group
consists of all members of the Sales Organizational Unit. The Marketing Group consists of all
members of the Marketing Organizational Unit. The Department Heads Group consists of all
managers. Assuming the Provisioning Groups are set up as shown in the exhibit, which
statement accurately describes the users and their resulting mailbox policies?

A. Phil will be part of the Sales Group, and both Sabina and Anthony will be part of the Marketing
Group.
B. Phil will be part of the Sales Group, Sabina will be part of the Marketing Group, and Anthony
will be part of the Department Heads Group.
C. Phil will be part of the Sales Group, Sabina will be part of the Marketing Group, and Anthony
will be part of both the Marketing and the Department Heads Group.
D. Anthony will be part of the Department Heads Group, and both Sabina and Phil will be part of
the Marketing Group.
Answer: A
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Question: 4
When processing a scheduled archiving run, all processes appear to be functioning correctly and
no errors are logged. However no items are archived during the scheduled time frame. What
needs to be checked when troubleshooting this problem?
A. confirm the site schedule period is outside of normal business hours
B. confirm the archiving task "Run in report mode" option is deselected
C. confirm the archiving task is set to start automatically
D. confirm that the task settings enforces at least one item to be archived per run
Answer: B
Question: 5
What should be done when troubleshooting a mailbox synchronization problem? (Choose three.)
A. verify that the Task Controller Service is running
B. ensure that the Mailbox Archiving Task for Exchange Server is running
C. run EVverify.exe
D. check the relevant message queue
E. verify that the Indexing Service is running
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 6
Within Provisioning Groups, what defines how archiving is performed for the groups defined?
A. status of the vault partition
B. size of the Exchange Server
C. the Mailbox Policy
D. the Provisioning Task
Answer: C
Question: 7
Which two methods can be used to view the policy settings contained within the hidden
messages? (Choose two.)
A. access Enterprise Vault Diagnostics from within the Outlook client and go to Vault Information
B. locate the latest Exchange Provisioning Task Report under the Enterprise Vault Reports
directory and verify the latest policy settings that are being applied to
C. users
D. using the Enterprise Vault full client, right-click on the Inbox, go to Properties, Enterprise Vault
tab, and view the hidden message
E. Access the Enterprise Vault Diagnostics from within the Outlook client and view the client log
F. run a DTrace during the synchronization process with a filter on "Hidden Message" to view all
settings being set within the user's hidden message
Answer: A, D
Question: 8
How often does the Symantec Enterprise Vault Journal Archiving Task process the journal
mailbox?
A. every 30 seconds
B. every 60 seconds
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C. every two minutes
D. every five minutes
Answer: B
Question: 9
A Symantec Enterprise Vault monitoring report indicates that messages are no longer cleared
from the journal mailbox. What are three possible causes for this? (Choose three.)
A. Exchange Mailbox Archiving Task has shut down.
B. Exchange Journaling Task has shut down.
C. An administrator has modified permissions to the Exchange Server object in the Vault
Administration Console.
D. An administrator has modified permissions to the Exchange Journal mailbox.
E. An administrator has modified permissions to the journal archive.
Answer: B, D, E
Question: 10
An organization has a requirement to archive email from Exchange. They want to provide users
the basic ability to search archived mail and attachment content, but with minimal space used for
this feature. Which statement describes how this would be accomplished?
A. Indexing levels should be set to Medium.
B. A Vault Store must be configured with Medium indexing.
C. All attachments are fully indexed regardless of index level.
D. The indexing schema must be changed from its default value.
Answer: A
Question: 11
Exchange mailboxes that are enabled for archiving are examined regularly and messages older
than a specified age are moved. Where are the messages moved to?
A. offsite partition
B. archive library
C. user-specific archive
D. collection site
Answer: C
Question: 12
A large organization wants to replace mail messages with shortcuts after archiving. However,
they want to configure shortcuts to retain only a portion of the original message.
Which setting will allow only a portion of each mail message to be used in the shortcut?
A. Display attachments as
B. Include message body
C. Message characters to include
D. Include link to archived item
Answer: C
Question: 13
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